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ABSTRACT

It has been shown that standard cepstral speaker recognition mod-
els can be enhanced byregion-constrained models, where features
are extracted only from certain speech regions defined by linguis-
tic or prosodic criteria. Such region-constrained models can capture
features that are more stable, highly idiosyncratic, or simply comple-
mentary to the baseline system. In this paper we ask if another major
class of speaker recognition models, those based on MLLR speaker
adaptation transforms, can also benefit from region-constrained fea-
ture extraction. In our approach, we define regions based on pho-
netic and prosodic criteria, based on automatic speech recognition
output, and perform MLLR estimation using only frames selected by
these criteria. The resulting transform features are appended to those
of a state-of-the-art MLLR speaker recognition system and jointly
modeled by SVMs. Multiple regions can be added in this fashion.
We find consistent gains over the baseline system in the SRE2010
speaker verification task.

Index Terms— Speaker recognition, MLLR-SVM, region-
constrained speaker modeling.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the recurring ideas in speaker recognition is the specializa-
tion of feature extraction or modeling to specific speech units or
regions that can be consistently defined. The rationale for this ap-
proach is that the resulting models can be more stable relative to
nuisance variation (less intra-speaker variability), more focused on
speaker-specific properties (more inter-speaker variability), or sim-
ply sufficiently uncorrelated with the baseline model so as to give
valuable complementary information about speaker identity. Early
experiments along these lines generally used cepstral features and
standard speech units, such as phone classes [1] and words [2]. Word
constraints have also been employed for phone N-gram modeling [3]
and prosodic features [4].

A recent generalization of this approach uses region constraints
that can be based on complex combinations of phonetic, lexical,
prosodic and other criteria, such as “syllables containingnasals”,
or “regions of falling pitch” in work onregion-constrained cepstral
models [5, 6, 7]. These studies have shown that state-of-the-art
cepstral models can yield complementary combination when con-
strained by suitable region constraints. The improvement is realized
by combining the baseline and constrained models at the score level.

This prior work naturally leads to the question of whether other
types of speaker models can also benefit from generalized, linguisti-
cally motivated region constraints applied to feature extraction. An-
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Fig. 1. Region-constrained MLLR speaker modeling

other commonly used speaker modeling paradigm is that basedon
maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) speaker adaptation
transforms [8]. This paper investigates the use of region-constrained
MLLR transforms, i.e., transforms estimated from a subset of speech
frames selected by phonetic and prosodic criteria, as depicted in Fig-
ure 1. Defining these regions requires access to automatic speech
recognition output, but such output is already being computed for
our state-of-the-art baseline MLLR system. We evaluate various
region-constrained MLLR systems on the most recent NIST Speaker
Recognition Evaluation (SRE) dataset, SRE2010.

Note that the notion of “constraint” used here has no relation to
the concept of “constrained MLLR”, whereby the same transform
is applied to both means and variances [9]. The MLLR transforms
used here apply to model means only, and we use the term “region-
constrained MLLR” to avoid confusion.

2. METHOD

2.1. Data and error metrics

Our data set is the NIST SRE 2010 extended core evaluation set. For
phonecalls-over-microphone and interview sessions we usethe re-
cently released wide-band (sampled at 16 kHz) version of thedata,
as it avoids some significant issues with lossy waveform encoding
that affect speaker recognition systems based on automaticspeech
recognition (ASR) in particular [10]. Table 1 summarizes the differ-
ent evaluation conditions.

We report results according to three metrics: the traditional
equal error rate (EER), which constrains false alarm and miss er-



Table 1. SRE2010 evaluation set statistics, numbered according to
NIST conditions. phn = phonecall, int = interview, mic = phonecall-
over-microphone, nve = normal vocal effort, lve = low voc. eff., hve
= high voc. eff.

Train-test condition Target trials Impostor trials
01.int-int.same-mic 4,304 795,995
02.int-int.diff-mic 15,084 2,789,534
03.int-nve.mic-phn 3,989 637,850
04.int-nve.mic-mic 3,637 756,775
05.nve-nve.phn-phn 7,169 408,950
06.nve-hve.phn-phn 4,137 461,438
07.nve-hve.mic-mic 359 82,551
08.nve-lve.phn-phn 3,821 404,848
09.nve-lve.mic-mic 290 70,500

ror rates to be the same, the old (pre-2010) detection cost function
(oDCF), which weighs false alarm errors as ten times as costly as
miss errors, and the new (2010) detection cost function (nDCF),
which weighs false alarm errors as 1000 times more costly than miss
errors. Old and new DCF values are scaled to make chance errorrate
equal to 1.

2.2. Baseline MLLR-SVM system

Our baseline MLLR-SVM system is identical to the one fielded as
part of the 2010 SRI SRE system [11], modulo the use of wide-
band microphone recordings and ASR (as described below). Wealso
dropped the ZT score normalization step to expedite experimentation
and since it was not adding significantly to performance.

An MLLR-SVM system uses speaker adaptation transforms,
such as used by ASR systems, as features for speaker verifica-
tion [8]. A total of 16 affine39 × 40 transforms is used to map
the Gaussian mean vectors from speaker-independent to speaker-
dependent speech models; 8 phone-class specific transformsare es-
timated relative to male-only recognition models, another8 trans-
forms are computed based on female-only models (regardlessof
speaker sex). The transforms are estimated using MLLR [12],and
can be viewed as a text-independent encapsulation of the speaker’s
acoustic properties. Speech features are 39-dimensional perceptual
linear prediction (PLP) cepstra. The transform coefficients form a
39 × 40 × 8 × 2 = 24, 960-dimensional feature space. Each fea-
ture dimension is rank-normalized, replacing the value with its rank
in the background data, and scaling ranks to lie in the interval [0,
1]. Finally, nuisance attribute projection (NAP) [13] is applied to re-
move intra-speaker variability. The within-speaker variance was es-
timated on SRE04 telephone data, SRE05 microphone data, SRE08
and SRE10 sample data, and an SRE08 subset designated for train-
ing. The resulting normalized feature vectors are then modeled by
SVMs using a linear kernel. The impostor (background) data for
SVM training comes from SRE06 telephone and microphone ses-
sions, as well as SRE08.

2.3. Region-constrained MLLR

To extend the notion of region-constrained feature extraction to
MLLR speaker models, we first define regions in terms of phonetic,
syllabic, and prosodic constraints, based on alignments ofASR out-
put to the waveform, as well as energy and pitch tracks. SRI’sAl-
gemy prosodic engine then computes a set of start/end frame indices
for each waveform, defining the regions where the constraints obtain.

The MLLR estimation algorithm was modified to collect statistics
only from the selected frames.

As an expedient, we chose regions based largely on prior exper-
iments with constrained cepstral systems [5, 6]. Three constraints
that had given among the best gains when combined with a baseline
cepstral system were

• Nasal syllables—syllables containing one of the phones
[m,n,ng]

• [a] syllables—syllables containing the phone [a]

• Syllable nuclei—the nuclear phone within a syllable

• Falling energy—syllables over which the smoothed energy
contour had negative slope

Two gender-dependent transforms were estimated for each of
these constraint regions (as for the baseline phone class transforms).
The resulting transform coefficients were then appended to the base-
line MLLR feature vectors. Note that more than one constraint-
specific transform can be concatenated in order to combine infor-
mation from multiple constraints. This feature-level combination
method is different from the score-level combination explored so
far for region-constrained cepstral systems. In preliminary experi-
ments we found that score-level combination of multiple constrained
MLLR-SVM systems, or score-level combination with the baseline,
was not effective.

2.4. Speech recognition systems

The MLLR estimates used in our system rely on phone alignments
generated by a word-ASR system. We used two systems, for tele-
phone and microphone audio recording, respectively. Telephone ses-
sions were transcribed by the ASR system used in SRE2008 and
SRE2010 and described in [11]. This system uses acoustic models
trained exclusively on telephone speech, and runs in two recognition
passes, for purposes of unsupervised adaptation. We measured word
error rate (WER) on transcribed portions of the Mixer corpus, giving
23.0% for native speakers and 36.1% for nonnatives (all SRE2010
data is English).

For microphone (including interview) sessions, we utilized a
stripped-down version of the SRI/ICSI NIST RT-07 meeting recog-
nition system [14]. It is similar to the telephone system in structure
and modeling algorithms employed, but uses a combination of8 kHz
and 16 kHz acoustic models, trained on both near-field and distant-
microphone meeting recordings, with telephone and broadcast news
data used as background training, respectively. This system has a
WER of 36.1% on single-distant-microphone test data from the 2007
Rich Transcription evaluation.

In developing the MLLR-SVM system on telephone data, we
found the hypotheses from the first recognition pass most effective.
For consistency with the telephone system we adopted the same
strategy for the wide-band ASR system. However, we always use
the final recognition output (the one with lowest WER) for comput-
ing the constraint regions.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We start by evaluating individual constraint regions. Table 2 shows
results for the baseline and MLLR-SVM systems based on each
of the four regions defined earlier, as well as the percentageof
speech frames selected by the respective constraints (as determined
by alignment of ASR hypotheses). To reduce the number of re-
sults we focus on the telephone-telephone train-test condition of the
SRE2010 data.



Table 2. Results for SRE2010 condition 5 (telephone-telephone, normal vocal effort), for baseline and each of the region-constrained MLLR
systems. Systems are ordered by their share of speech framesused, shown in the second column.

System share of speech frames nDCF oDCF EER (%)

Baseline 100% .4750 .1804 4.66
[a]-syl 49.1% .7830 .3702 9.12
Eg-slope-neg 48.7% .7910 .3890 9.35
Syl-nuclei 44.6% .6980 .3080 7.20
Nasal-syl 25.4% .8800 .5003 13.54

The individual regions yield EERs between 50% and 190%
worse than the baseline, which is expected since fewer frames are
used and only two gender-specific transforms are employed per con-
straint (compared to 16 transforms in the baseline system).The re-
gions corresponding to nasal syllables perform the worst while also
capturing only about half the amount of speech as the other three
constraints. Still, performance is not simply a function ofthe amount
of speech used, as demonstrated by the fact that the syllablenucleus
constraint ranks third in amount of speech frames, but performs bet-
ter than all other constraints.

In any case, performance of the constraints by themselves isnot
what matters for our purposes, since the intent is to extractspeaker
information that complements the baseline. Therefore, we evaluate
each constraint in combination with the baseline MLLR features, by
feature vector concatenation.

Table 3 compares Condition 5 results for the baseline with aug-
mented systems, where one, two, three, or four region-specific trans-
forms have been added. The improvements in nDCF go up to 8%
relative. Old DCF gains are larger, up to 18%, as are EER reduc-
tions, up to 22% relative. Generally speaking, each added region
improves the result, although for nDCF there is degradationwhen
the third region is added.

The relative gains from adding one region-specific transform to
the baseline (Table 3) do not reflect the performance of the regions
by themselves (Table 2). In the latter case, syllables containing [a]
give the second-best result; when added to the baseline, they actually
produce a slight degradation (however, they do give a nice improve-
ment in combination with other region-specific constraints). What
these results highlight is that the selection of regions needs to be
jointly optimized, something we have not attempted yet and which
will be computationally expensive.

Table 4 presents results for all evaluation conditions, using the
baseline augmented by all four region-specific transforms.The im-
provements for oDCF and EER are relatively consistent across con-
ditions, on the order of 13% relative for oDCF and around 16% rel-
ative for EER. New DCF improves around 7.5%, but the gains vary
greatly; presumably, many of the conditions lack sufficienttrials to
estimate error rates at very low false alarm rates. (This is aproblem
mainly for the conditions involving high/low vocal effort). As in the
earlier results, we find that relative gains are larger toward the EER
operating point, and decrease toward the very low false alarm region
(nDCF).

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

We have investigated a further development of MLLR-SVM-based
speaker modeling, incorporating the concept of region-constrained
feature extraction, analogous to prior work on constrainedcepstral
speaker models. Results on the SRE2010 extended core data show
gains for all performance metrics, across all evaluation conditions.
Gains are generally highest for EER, then DCF, and smallest (and

most variable) for nDCF.
Still, the results show clearly that regions defined in termsof

syllable structure and low-level prosodic features can improve per-
formance of a state-of-the-art MLLR system, combining all trans-
forms at the feature level. Unlike for constrained cepstralmodels,
the baseline MLLR system already incorporates phonetic informa-
tion, through its use of phone-class specific transforms. Inprior work
[8] we had found that the eight baseline phone classes were highly
optimized; in particular, splitting them further did not result in better
performance. It is therefore highly significant, and encouraging for
future work, that the addition of regions that are not definedpurely
in phonetic terms shows substantial gains.

We now have a matrix of acoustic speaker modeling techniques
that comprises both cepstral and MLLR-based approaches, aswell as
unconstrained and region-constrained versions of these approaches.
The work so far has shown that combining just two modeling ap-
proaches from this 2-by-2 matrix leverages complementary infor-
mation and leads to improvements over the baseline. A full com-
parison of all these systems was beyond the scope of this work, but
would clearly be of interest. Also, it remains to be seen if a 3-way
or 4-way combination of modeling approaches would give still fur-
ther improvements, and whether the gains are commensurate with
the computational effort.

Furthermore, a number of other recent developments could be
applied to the region-constrained MLLR system. As in [6], wemust
ask if language-independent constraints (e.g., based on multi-lingual
phone recognition) perform similarly to MLLR based on English
word recognition. Also, a new MLLR feature back end based on
factor analysis and iVector fusion [15] looks very promising in con-
junction with region-constrained MLLR.
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